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Abstract—Traditional mobile Unified Communications
(UC) clients use data channel over GSM/UMTS network for
communication with UC services broker and providers. UC
signaling traffic characteristics require a large number of the
short data connection sessions and can cause overload of the
mobile network. The reason is a ratio of the overhead data to
the useful signaling information.
This paper presents an analysis of the mobile UC architectures and a possible use of Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) channel for UC application in the mobile domain. The usage of USSD channel can help to provide more effective applications for the mobile UC user.
I. INTRODUCTION

U

NIFIED Communications is a new trend on the enterprise market. The basic idea is to handle all communications of a business user (voice call, video, instant messaging, teleconferencing, e-mails, voice mails,
web collaboration, mobility and customer contact center
etc.) over a single scalable, software-based, unifying communications platform working with any IT, voice, and
application environment. Some of the key features are:
• one universal telephone number independent on
a physical device (desk phone, soft phone, home
office, mobile),
• presence management - including personal and
media status,
• mobility - including virtualization of the communication services irrespective of a client (softphone on PC, browser based client, personal
voice based client, mobile smartphone client),
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communication enabled business processes
CEBP – multimedia communication built into
the enterprise business applications via API or
the available plugins.
• social media integration – possibility to
communicate via Web 2.0 portals in the Cloud
via API or federation
Architecture of a typical UC system is presented in Fig. 1.
Proliferation of the smart mobile terminals allowed to
offer UC users a dedicated mobile application that significantly increases functionality of the office communication systems for the business end users. Integration of the
UC applications with other systems [1], [2] allows to offer a complete end extensible environment. In the next
sections we discuss evolution of the architectural approach to the mobile UC, we also suggest a possible optimization in this area and present a prototype implementation.
•

II. MOBILE UC APPLICATIONS EVOLUTION

Mobility of the end users is a very important aspect for
many enterprises. This section presents evolution of the
enterprise mobile applications architectures based on the
solutions available on the market during the last 20 years.
A.

Hardware DECT/GSM system

The first mobile application was announced in 1995 as
a joint trial development project between TELIASONERA AB; ERICSSON Inc. [6]. Ericsson was to deliver
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5,000 dual-mode GSM/DECT handsets, which should
operate over both wireless networks. This concept was
beneficial to the telecommunications providers due to
better utilization of RF, and to the customers because of
better radio coverage and maintaining in-campus mobility.
However such a system requires a specialized terminal
(hardware) capable of using DECT and GSM transmission (GSM means here GSM900 as well as DCS1800)
[7]. Such terminal must be able to maintain two concurrent communication sessions; one over GSM and the
other over DECT. Additionally it should be available
over one personal number irrespective of the terminal location; via DECT in campus and via GSM outside. Intelligence is located in the network infrastructure, no intelligence in the terminal.
With all these advantages this model requires a specialized dual-mode GSM/DECT handset. This in turn increases price of the whole solution and diminishes battery
life. Some vendors tried to use another approach.

Fig. 1 OpenScape UC system architecture

B. Corporate GSM

The idea of corporate GSM has been presented by
many vendors. The first fully developed architecture
named DWOS, was presented by Ericsson[8]. Implementation of the critical functionality is split between the enterprise and telecommunications provider core infrastructure [14]. This unfortunately requires many integrations
between the provider and enterprise telecommunication
in both organisations and in the infrastructure. The market has not developed any appropriate business model
and such solutions have not been widely adopted.
C.OpenScape UC Mobile Client

By the year 2002 the first Unified Communications
systems were announced to the market [12]. They
promised many advanced features irrespective of the user
location, administrative domain, or access network technology. One of the first UC systems in the market was
Openscape UC issued by 2004 [13]. In this paper we
cover the mobility aspect of this solution. Openscape UC
mobile Client is mainly CTI (Computer Telephony Inte-

gration) client extensively using WiFi or GSM Data channel for UC signaling traffic. The payload (voice only) to
the mobile client is transmitted over a standard GSM
channel. GUI of this client is a simple implementation of
UI for managing Web Services responsible for the advanced UC features. Openscape UC mobile Client has no
built in intelligence, which could allow us to name it an
agent system.
D.Mobile Connect

At CEBIT 2006 Siemens presented a prototype, and at
CEBIT 2007 the commercial product of a different Architecture, commercially named HiPath Mobile Connect.
Mobile Connect is a solution based on a dual connectivity
(WiFi and GSM) of the commercially available mobile
phones [9].
The main architectural difference is the application
server called FMC Appliance, located within the enterprise’s IP network. It is fully managed by the Enterprise.
As the contractual relationships do not go beyond a standard commercial contract between the enterprise and
telecommunications provider, such system is commercially much easier to deploy. Thus much wider adoption
of this model. With a lack of information from the mobile
provider, a network implementation of the advanced services like seamless handover between enterprise WiFi
and public GSM is implemented partially as FMC client
function. It means that more intelligence is moved to the
endpoint. This architecture implements for the first time
FMC client as an intelligent agent system interworking
with FMC Controller through implementation of its advanced functions.
E. OpenScape MObile

Openscape OSMO (OpenScape MObile) is a client
combining rich UC functionality of OpenScape UC Mobile Client with SIP client implementation on a smartphone [15]. Though such functionality is beneficial for
the users it poses many challenges to the network.
OSMO client maintains two parallel connections:
• CTI connection to a UC proxy named OpenScape
Facade
• Payload and SIP Signalling connection to an enterprise
Session Border Controller (SBC) named OpenScape
SBC
This architecture is necessary (despite its complications), because SIP is a standard protocol. Standard voice
and video functions are implemented within SIP signalling accessing the enterprise net via SBC. All non
standard UC protocols are transmitted via data channel to
a UC proxy. Such architecture with split of functions requires the client on a smartphone to perform as an agent.
User interface of UC mobile client OSMO is presented in
Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 OpenScape OSMO GUI on iPhone

III. MOBILE UC SIGNALING TRAFFIC
A. Data traffic from UC mobile application

Signalling traffic characteristics of such an agent in
mobile domain creates an interesting problem with many
practical implications for the mobile provider in the signalling and data path. They are also important from the
enterprise security and availability perspective. Issues resulting from integration of those two worlds are planned
for further investigation. Here we cover only some aspects of it.
Typical Unified Communication mobile user uses the
application installed in his mobile phone to:
• Change personal status (available, free, out of the office
on holiday, etc.)
• Change preferred device (office phone, mobile phone ,
home phone, etc.)
• Read phone log (answered/ not answered calls,
connections redirected to another device, etc.)
• Read telephone book records (global and personal
address books)
The most frequently used function focuses on the
change of personal status of a user. The end users can
change their status using OpenScape Mobile application.
Request of the status change is transmitted to Unified
Communication server as Web Service call using XML
data and SOAP [3] protocol. The connection is established as data channel via IP network. Using this method
every status change results in transmission of 4890 bytes
in 4 TCP packets (without TCP/IP packet headers).
Information of Unified Communication subscriber
status change can be transmitted using 3-5 digits USSD
code. Fig. 4 presents USSD communication captured
using Wireshark in SIGTRAN (SS7 over IP protocol)
MAP messages. The amount of data sent using USSD
(without packets headers) is about 632 bytes in SCTP
protocol in both directions (between USSD gateway –
server exposed API).

Fig. 3 TCP packet with user status change

Fig. 4 TCP packet with USSD code

Fig 5 presents typical usage of OSMO application
based on the application logs recorded at a mobile phone.
From the data presented at Fig 5 we notice that the
number of communication requests per hour per user
ranges between 1 and 21. Average value is more than 6
(6,42). Technically
UC system can grow up to
100 000[13] users. By a conservative assumption of 1000
users/enterprise we come to 6,42*1000=6420 requests per
hour. The observed application traffic characteristics re-
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sage Service (SMS), USSD is a real-time transmission using the signalling channel of the mobile network.

Fig. 5 Histogram of personal status change requests in time for
OSMO UC application. x-req/h, y-frequency over 48h

sults in a large number of short data connections over the
mobile network (GSM or UMTS). The number of valid
data (one Integer value) transferred in TCP/IP packets
(Fig. 3) is very small in comparison to the amount of
other data (TCP/IP packet headers, XML headers etc.).
We have also expected this data to exhibit more distinctively other structures like periodic and non-periodic
components, etc., important for better understanding of
this traffic nature. These however did not show with the
data presented at Fig. 5. Such intriguing issues are to be
subject to our further investigations.
B. USSD communication channel

Based on the information presented in section II, we
can conclude that using the data channel for communication Mobile Application – UC system is not an optimal
solution. The reason is the amount of the signalling data
in relation to the payload data and the large number of a
short time data connections (Fig. 5). Our concept focuses
on using the USSD channel (rather than data-over-Internet) for communication between the mobile application
and the UC server.
Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) is a
communication protocol implemented in the popular mobile networks (GSM, UMTS). The main role of USSD is
to provide the two sided communication between a mobile phone and various applications and the system on the
telecommunications provider side.
The first USSD specification (Phase 1), described in
GSM 02.90 documentation [10] supports only the
communication initiated from a mobile phone – pull
mode (using dedicated USSD codes e.g. *665*11#,
*100*# etc.) The Second Phase specified in GSM 03.90
[11] supports both communication methods originated by
the network (push) and terminal (pull). The network
initiated communications allow sending information to
the mobile terminal.
From a functionality point of view the USSD message
contains up to 182 characters. Compared to Short Mes-

Fig. 6 Mobile phone originated USSD (left) and network
originated USSD message (right)

In the mobile provider core network, USSD communication is implemented using MAP (Mobile Application
Part) protocol. MAP is an application layer protocol dedicated for the mobile networks based on SS7 signalling
stack. The USSD communication is supported using the
following MAP messages:
• MAP_PROCESS_UNSTRUCTURED_SS_REQUES
T – pull operation between terminal (originator) and
application server,
• MAP_UNSTRUCTURED_SS_REQUEST- push
USSD messages,
• MAP_UNSTRUCTURED_SS_NOTIFY – USSD push operation.
USSD offers session-oriented connections and this
functionality allows to develop applications supporting
dialogue with the end user (e.g. using interactive menu
displayed on a mobile terminal).
IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The solution presented in this paper was implemented
as a low cost application for UC mobile end user. Therefore, we expect it to be highly effective. The high level
system architecture is presented at Fig. 7. In order to create a scalable service in line with the latest trend in the
field of mobile services, our architecture consists of:
• OpenScape UC server – actual UC services provider
• Web server, which processes USSD requests to UC
API
• Client - on user smartphone for operations like: login
or changing users presence status
This section presents the implementation and configuration of the client endpoint and software architecture of
USSDforUC environment.
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Fig. 7 USSDforUC High level system architecture

As presented at Fig. 8, USSD message sent by the user
is redirected via provider’s API to the USSDforUC application server which communicates using SOAP Web
Services API with Open Scape UC server. Both communications: USSD and communication with UC server are
created within the request-response model using Web
Services. Because of the session timeout implemented in
USSD, the USSDforUC server must send response to the
particular request during the same communication session and in a limited time. The USSDforUC was developed as an application without its own database and the
information about UC users and their settings (passwords, telephone numbers) is stored in Openscape UC
repository.

Fig. 8 APIs and telecommunications protocols request/response
flow. MSC – Mobile Switching Center, MSS – Mobile Softswitch
Solution, HLR – Home Location Register

A. USSDforUC server

This section describes configuration and implementation of USSDforUC server which translates USSD
message from expressed in Internet provider’s APIs
(based on Restful Web Services [4]) to SOAP messages.
The main objectives executed by this module are:
• login to OpenScape UC server using UC API,
• creation object represents OpenScape user profile in
the memory,
• changing OpenScape user presence status to the one
of the list: Do not disturb, Be right back, Unavailable,
Busy, In meeting, Available.

User profiles are stored in the memory in a way which
does not overload the system. Only the necessary data
like login name and mobile phone number are saved in
the profile. In order to maintain user base correctness the
array of users is refreshed every 2 hours.
Changing the user presence status is more complex.
The architecture of OpenScape UC server does not allow
to use the technical account dedicated for API calls to
change the particular user presence status. The only solution is to login via API as the user who wants to change
his or her status and to complete the task from that level.
Information about the user login and password is coded in
USSD request as a special code. UC user account is recognized using MSISDN number from USSD request.
Server looks for MSISDN in the array of profiles stored
in its memory in order to login to the user account and
change status.
B. USSD mobile application

This application has been developed as a mobile application for Android Operating System.
Application itself is created as a single activity (android
screen) which contains a single text field and six buttons.
To complete the first request it is mandatory to enter
password before clicking any button. Otherwise the user
will be provided with an error message. The USSDforUC
application is actually using only one Android SDK
function: ‘MakeCall’, with one parameter i.e. telephone
number. API call requires the phone to set up connection
with the number it gets. In our case the number is the
USSD request in form of *665*17*code*, where:
• 665 is the USSD server id,
• 17 is application id (USSD server is aware of the URL
it should redirect USSD messages to, if they come
with particular id),
• code which contain the mash up of password and
status code.
C.Security aspects

As is mentioned in section B, the message which contains the user password is sent through an unsecured
USSD channel. Because of a simple USSD coding in
SIGTRAN messages (Fig. 8) use of any network sniffer
enables to read the passwords. To increase the security,
we have used a simple encryption method. Every special
character sign of the code page is replaced by a number.
This method is not strong one, but this addition results in
a random generated sequence of alphabet letters and is
hard to decode for a person not knowing the key. To
harden against a dictionary attack (trying to login on account with each combination of letters) we have implemented a module which counts the unsuccessful login attempts, adds them to server log and disables a user account for 1h hour.
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in the public cloud will be subject of further investigation.
The research area is to model and manage this traffic to
avoid communication bottlenecks and to manage user experience.
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